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1. It is the Observer’s responsibility to keep track of all of the following
during an investigation/walkthrough. This includes the following:
a. Documenting readings from technician during an investigation or
walkthrough
b. Documenting readings from psychic during an investigation or
walkthrough
c. Documenting the environment (e.g. cluttered, clean, chaotic)
d. Documenting your own feelings concerning your surroundings
e. Documenting what the client states when asked questions by the
lead
f. Any paranormal events that occur while on a case
2. Observers may also be assigned to other tasks by the team leader.
3. Observers should assist the lead with conducting walkthrough client
interviews. Feel free to ask your team lead for training.
4. Observers must work closely with technicians and psychics during
walkthroughs and investigations. These readings need to be logged onto
their investigators journal.
5. Observers need to work closely with the map on an investigation or a
mapper on the walkthrough to comply with designated room assignments
when documenting and compiling reports. Please see your lead or the
mapper if you have any additional information.
6. Observers must turn in their report to the Lead, including copies of all
pertinent data gathered including any video, photo and audio evidence
from their own equipment within 2 weeks of a walkthrough or
investigation.
7. Observers who participate on walkthroughs may not discuss or reveal any
information to other AGHOST members (with exception of other

teammates on the assigned walkthrough) regarding the walkthrough prior
to the investigation
a. Observers should document any personal psychic phenomena by
writing their experience down onto their investigators journal. This
information needs to be then given to the lead.
8. Immediately report any hazardous situations noted on the premises to the
team lead.
9. Completing your investigators journal from beginning of the investigation
or walkthrough, to end of the investigation or walkthrough. You can also
may also record any events via audio recorder or video recorder, however
during EVP sessions these experiences should be written down. These
notes should be turned into the lead.
10. Background chatter and other non-investigation related discussions
should be kept to a minimum during the investigation, walkthrough or
EVP sessions.
11.

Remember you are the eyes, ears and voice of the entire case.

